y = !(Xl, X2, . . . , approx. Xi, . . . , Xn ), and that any precise law proposed from such data must be considered as an artifact of the scientist rather than the data. EARTHLING: Einstein has declared, for example, that Newton's inverse square law (force of attraction between 2 masses is inversely proportional to the square of the distance) where at least one of the Xi was a GOD:
has neither empirical nor theoretical foundation. We can imagine innumerable laws which would serve the same purpose without our being able to state a reason why one of them is to be preferred to others. (Einstein, 1916 (Einstein, /1952 But you must remember that Newton's laws are history, and the shortcomings have been corrected by Einstein.
It is true that a fourth dimension has been incorporated into the equations -yet how inconsequential is this with an infinity of .dimensions available! The fundamental problem of generating exact laws from inexact observations remains. EARTHLING: It appears that there is an emphasis in some current literature suggesting that science proceeds from a mass of observational data (a "data bank") to the generation of theories and laws (in the form of mathematical relationships between variables). However, if we again take physics as our scientific model, perhaps we should consider that a prominent physicist asserts that "it is more important to have beauty in one's equations than to have them fit experiment-if one has really a sound insight, one is on a sure line of progress" (Dirac, 1963, p.47) . GOD:
The problem remains: How does an earthling recognize a "sound insight"? EARTHLING: Well, according to Descartes it would be a matter of getting in tune with one's inner self. He has written that You have laid down these laws in nature just as a king lays down laws in his kingdom. There is no single one that we cannot understand if our mind turns to consider it. They are all inborn in our minds, just as a king would imprint his laws on the hearts of all his subjects if he had enough power to do so. (cited by Frankfurt, 1977, p. 36) GOD: Descartes misses the point. Any laws that I might impose on the universe would not attempt to prescribe behavior (as do the laws of kings). Any laws I might impose would describe behavior-with no possibility of suspension or contravention. As such, I would have no need to give humans access to them, inscribe them on hearts, or any such similar activity. Behavior in the system cannot be other than described by any laws of Mine-any inscription, penalties for transgression, and so on would be quite superfluous. EARTHLING: Yet, certain scientists have indeed proceeded from so-called "insight" or inspiration to a test of the insight 1082 • DECEMBER 1980 • AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGIST -without intervention of the beloved data bank. GOD:
They proceed at their peril! The problem remains that the theory is stated exactly, while the observations are subjected to inexactness of measurement (so long as a continuous variable is in\"olved). EARTHLING: SO, you are arguing that all laws involving continuous \'ariables are human artifacts, since one can move logically and unambiguously irom the exact to the inexact but not vice versa. GOD:
Yes, laws genera ted by this procedure of mo\'ing irom the inexact to the exact are im'enrions oi humankind.
Ii the natural laws attributed to Me exist, then these natural laws and laws im'enred Jy humans may fortuitously coincide-such an event would not detract in any measure from the status of your laws as inventions. Furthermore, there would be no way oi humankind's ever discovering the fact that a particular law coincides with a law of Nature (if such things do indeed exist) . EARTHLING: I follow that, but I notice that your argument lacks generality, Will you admit then that laws involving only discrete variables are discoverable? GOD:
If you wish to claim that any law is discovered, you need to establish that it existed prior to the observations from which it was generated, Your proposed laws are actually post hoc generalizations about histmical events, or at least a perception of such events. To establish their existence prior to an event is not possible. EARTHLING: Surely this can be done by subjecting predictions to test.
GOD:
If a "law" is sustained by its predictive power-that is, generates correct predictions-then the "law" has some utility. If it generates incorrect predictions it merely lacks utility. In neither case is its preexistence or its existence independent of its human proposer established.
